PRESS RELEASE
Contact: Dr. Jan Marc Lehky (jan.marc.lehky@sanakvo.org)
SANAKVO PRESENTED A NEW TECHNOLOGY FOR GETTING PURE
WATER FROM AIR AT THE SWISS PAVILLON OF THE 6TH WORLD
WATER FORUM IN MARSEILLE (FRANCE).
Marseille, France 17th of March 2012 – Sanakvo Foundation participated in
the 6th World Water Forum held this year from 12th to 17th of March in
Marseille (France).
With 140 ministerial delegations, 800 speakers, NGOs, and public and private
sector representatives from all over the world, the forum represented a key
step to the resolution of water related problems in the world, from sanitation
and access to clean water for all populations, to energy questions, including
water resources management in light of climate change and food security.
Invited by the Swiss Water Partnership, hosted by the Swiss Agency for
Development and Cooperation (SDC), our aim was to make known
SANAKVO’s innovative technology and noble project “Water from Air” to a
large audience from allover the world.
We also wished to contact local authorities, institutions and individuals from
regions with big water scarcity, in order to build collaborative partnerships to
advance towards any possible field experimentations and future
implementation of SANAKVO’s technology.
This participation was a decisive step towards the realization of the next
phases of the project. We had the opportunity to network with relevant
individuals, whose reactions about SANAKVO’s technology were overall
positive. Over 800 brochures were personally handed over to interested
persons. The next step will be to follow and re-contact them to start discussing
and working on a concrete collaboration as soon as possible.
SANAKVO (in Esperanto “healthy water”) is a Swiss, non-profit, humanitarian
foundation, which provides/develops an innovative solution for one of the
biggest problems millions of people worldwide face every day: Water scarcity.
SANAKVO develops and supplies technology for extraction of clean drinking
water from the air for the neediest people in the world.
A broad implementation of this new technology will have a huge positive
impact on the planet.
The Board of Trustees is composed of experienced specialists, who are
engaged to humanitarian and ethical activities and motivated to fight poverty
and diseases through challenging modern sustainable technologies and
networked projects to provide safe drinking water to people all over the world.
For further information visit: http://www.sanakvo.org
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